If just 1% of those caring just for an elderly relative gave up, health and social service budgets would have to increase by 20% overnight; in fact, those caring for the elderly at home are saving the statutory services £5.3 billion a year, because the cost of a bed in a residential establishment is between £140 and £500 a week, while the maximum State Attendance Allowance (available only to the most severely disabled living at home) is £28.60 a week.
Carers range from as young as 4 to as old as 99; many elderly people are cared for by relatives who are themselves in their 70s and 80s.
One survey showed that 68% of carers are themselves in poor health, but most cannot seek treatment because there is no one to take over from them at home.
It is not just age that afflicts these families. The major problem is dementia, sometimes coming in its due season to the very old, sometimes because of Alzheimer's disease, which of course, can affect the comparatively young, and sometimes because of multi-infarcts, and bringing with it all its attendant miseries.
It is easy to feel tender and caring towards a person with an obvious physical disability like a broken leg; less easy to be tender when your much loved mother responds to your care with paranoid accusations of being robbed or poisoned, or wakes you up every night in the small hours to pack her bags so that she can 'go home', or forgets where the lavatory is and regularly soils your furniture and carpets as well as herself. And anyway, broken legs heal and the afflicted walk again and there is an end to your burden. The demented do not get better. The only remedy for the disease that has destroyed their personalities, the only answer to your eternal fatigue and frustration and loneliness and very often concomitant poverty, is death. It is a particular anguish to find yourself yearning for the death of a person you once loved, and indeed still love, dearly.
A recent book, The 36 Hour Day, describes simply in its title just what sort of hell can be inhabited by those who care for demented relatives. Originally written by and for Americans, this version by Nancy L Mace and Peter V Rabins with Beverly A Castleton, Christopher Cloke and Evelyn McEwen, is published by Age Concern England (with Hodder and Stoughton) at £5.95 and sets out to offer practical help to those who form the slender stem of the mushroom which has to support the everenlarging cap of elderly confused people in this country. Just reading its chapter headings is depressing; guidance on how to cope with physical problems like pain and constipation and convulsions and myoclonus; guidance on how to cope with behavioural problems like wandering and sleep disturbances and inappropriate sexual behaviour and repeated questioning and clinging and complaints and insults; and guidance on dealing with problems of mood, like depression and apathy and anger and paranoia.
But it isn't all depressing. Plenty of emphasis is put on the high value of self care for the carer. This is very important, for one of the most frustrating and infuriating aspects of being responsible for a demented old person is the way you seem to disappear as an individual. In the many many letters I receive at my problem page for the Sunday Mirror from carers seeking guidance on how to cope, this complaint comes up bitterly, over and over again. 'As far as the doctor's concerned, I only exist to service his patient', one wrote recently. 'I'm his patient, too, mind you, but he manages not to remember that. If he did, he might have to do something practical about Mum, instead of just smiling vaguely at me and saying "Just carry on as usual -I'll be in to see her again next time I'm round this way." ' What is needed most of all, of course, is not a practical book like this, excellent as it is and required reading for everyone of us, nor the Association of Carers, splendid organization though that is. We need a genuinely caring welfare system which has the funds to give adequate care to the demented elderly at the same time as giving adequate support and respites to the people who look after them. It is possible, even in households where difficult, wandering, incontinent and paranoid people live, for there to be pleasure and contentment if not actual joy; but not while the carers are left, as far too often they are, to struggle on alone with the minimum of State aid. It costs money to look after old peoplemoney which, we all need to remember, they contributed to State funds during their healthy working years. It is stupid to pretend the work can always be done by exploiting family feeling and the sense of responsibility that most of us have to our ageing relatives.
If every doctor in this country put pressure on Government, either through the professional organizations or by direct communication with MPs, perhaps books like The 36 Hour Day would not be needed. The Association of Carers could become a social club instead ofa desparately hard-pressed pres-sure group. And the thirty-six hour day carers could feel that though they still carried the major part of the burden of looking after the demented old, they were not entirely alone as now so many of them are.
And a fact to end on. Every reader's chances of ending his or her days in need of care is rather higher than the chance of dying neatly of a coronary or a stroke or cancer. To this end must we come. Most of us.
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Admission to medical school: from audit to action
Though there is much impassioned discussion regarding admission procedures to medical school, most of this is based upon anecdotal information only since there have been few published analyses of medical school entry. However, the three reports by McManus and Richards published in the British Medical Journal in November 1984' 3, which described an audit of admission to St Mary's Hospital Medical School, offered objective data for discussion and provided a basis for identifying areas which cause particular concern and require action.
Such an analysis is especially important in view of the persuasive arguments favouring a reduction of medical student numbers, which would clearly mean that competition for places to read medicine would become even worse. Hence monitoring of selection policy and procedures may become an even greater imperative than at present.
Each article covered a different aspect of medical school admission, the first dealing with acceptances and rejections, the second with shortlisting and interviews, and the final one with applicants' perceptions of admission procedures. St Mary's Hospital Medical School received 1478 UCCA applications for admission in October 1981. Of these, 6.4% actually went to St Mary's on that date, 29.5% went to other medical schools, 11.9% read another subject at university (not medicine) and 52.2% did not go to university at all. Using a multiple regression type of analysis the authors found that the major determinant of acceptance was, not surprisingly, A-level achievement. Other significant predictors were 0-level achievement, early application and medical parents. However, using univariate analysis (a supposedly less powerful statistical procedure in this type of study), a completely different picture of factors contributing to medical school selection was found. Factors 
